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Abstract

Selected recent data from ion collisions at high energy are discussed in the frame-work of
Quark-Gluon Plasma searches. Refined methods and new theoretical ideas for future
experiments with heavier beams and/or at higher energies are briefly outlined.
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I. Introduction

Heavy ion physics at high energies aims at a better understanding of confinement and, in

particular, of QCD at high temperature. As this field of physics has been with us already for

several years [1], some familiarity with basic concepts and expectations is assumed.

It is the task of experiments to i) measure the volume where a high temperature Quark-

Gluon Plasma (QGP) may have been formed (section II.), ii) determine its characteristic

temperature (section III.), iii) verify chemical equilibrium (section IV.), iv) establish

deconfinement of this phase of matter (section V.), and/or find anything that differs from

natural extrapolations from pp and pA collisions (section VI.).

Because of the limited scope of this summary of recent results, some relevant aspects are

omitted here [2]. However, some ideas for more dedicated experiments, especially at future

accelerators, are presented.

H. Collision Geometry and Boson Interferometry

A QGP may develop inside the interaction volume which is given by the number N of

nucléons participating in the collision. Its transverse size is rather well known from

measurements of transverse energy ET and/or total multiplicity N^ of charged secondary

hadrons and/or the energy retained by non-interacting 'spectator' nucléons [3]. To a good

approximation Ej. = <N > eT and N0J1 = <N > • nch, where eT and n^ are transverse energy

and charged multiplicity per participating nucléon, respectively. Distributions of ET [3] and

Nch (fig. 1, [4]) are therefore governed by collision geometry assuming that nucléons move on

straight trajectories. In figure 1 one finds that the multiplicity distribution extends beyond

Nch= 2»103 for Pb Pb interaction at 160 GeV/c/N. Simple scaling of nch gives values of Nch up

to about 104 for PbPb collisions at LHC energies.

Dense, hot matter is supposed to cool and expand up to a time where the radius RF of the

system is of the order of Wmfp) such that hadrons seize to interact. The size of this final state

should therefore be bigger than before expansion. It is derived by interferometric means. The
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correlation function Cz (pî, PZ) = PI (pî» Pz)/ PO {pî» Pz) for two identical bosons with momenta pi

and j£ (e.g. pions) should reflect the Fourier transform p (q = pî - Pz) of the source density :

€2 (pî. P!)= l+X»p"(q) ; Pj(p~î, PZ)(PO(PI, Pz)) is the probability to find (non-) interfering pairs of

identical particles. The quantity PO (pî. Pz) does not exist in case of interference; it has to be

created from real data. The maximum of Cz(q) is usually at | q | = O, where the pair yield, being

proportional to q2dq, is minimal. From a theoretical point of view the direct relation of Ca(O*) to

the Fourier transform corresponds to a very idealized situation, in particular for heavy ion

collisions. Most of the technical and theoretical problems are discussed, e.g., in réf. [5].

Recent measurements by NA35 [6] of S + S and S + Au interactions at 200 GeV/c/N and

by E802 [7] from Si + Au and Si + Al collisions at 14.5 GeV/c/N are displayed in figs. 2 and 3,

respectively. The data on CZ(Q) are given as function of qT=qx(pî+Pz); they correspond

therefore mainly to a size transverse to the beam direction. In all cases there is a clear

correlation corresponding to a radius close to the one of the projectile. Values of radii and of

chaoticity parameters X extracted for 2 intervals of lab rapidity yL are compiled in fig. 4; the

data come from NA35 [6,8] and from E802 [T]. There is no compelling dependence on yL; with

the potential exception of the lower energy, the values of X are compatible with those measured

for pp collisions [9]. On the other hand, the correlation patterns suggest a size of the emitting

volume which does increase as function of the particle density in rapidity, dN/dy, as shown in

fig. 5 [1O]. The extracted radii Rms are proportional to V dN/dy as expected from the relation

- RF ~ Wmfp) - 1 /(P71 c ); c is a typical cross section for pions in surrounding matter of

density p ~ d£L/R| . A similar trend has been observed recently in pp interactions at 1.871 dy h

TeV/c (fig. 6, [U]). The absolute values of radii R tend to be rather low; this may be attributed

to a limited acceptance such that one is mainly sensitive to the longitudinal size of the source

[11]. The pp data begin to bridge the gap in dN/dy between lower energy pp and ion data

such that genuine nuclear effects may be assessed more reliably.

At RICH and LHC energies (2 x 100 and 2 x 3.2 GeV/c/N) larger radii, i.e. of the order of

20 fm, are predicted [12] due to initially denser matter. As this corresponds typically to half
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widths of €2(5) of about 10 MeV/c, one begins to worry about Coulomb suppression, and aims

at measurement errors of|q| of the order of 3 MeV/c. Also, more elaborate 6-dimensional

interference studies should be considered [13].

III. Temperature

For a gas of quasifree partons yields of thermal lepton pairs and photons have been

calculated [14,15]; they are created in qq and qg (q: quark, g: gluon) processes, respectively. The

perturban've rate is approximately proportional to the forth power of the temperature T; a

typical mass of thermal lepton pairs is Mf = 2VE(q) E(q) = 750 MeV, where average quark

energies E correspond to T = 200 MeV. In addition to the question of applicability of

perturbative methods, there is a complication due to the contribution of a (potentially) long

lived mixed phase at lower T. Predictions for central Pb Pb collisions at SPS energies are given

in fig. 7 [14]; yields of leptons are not dominated by the QGP phase anywhere.

The relative times scales of the QGP and mixed phase depend on the type of

hydrodynamic expansion. As this may also determine the shape of dN/dy, a measurement of

its precise shape at future accelerators is desireable.

As dN/dy is proportional to the entropy density s - T4 the yield of lepton pairs from a

hadron gas is rather large, since a higher temperature must compensate the smaller number of

degrees of freedom. The lesson fig. 7 teaches us is that, unless new ideas appear, the usefulness

of measurements of (virtual) photons is rather limited. One should add that lepton pairs from

semileptonic decays of charmed mesons [16] and trivial background (71°, K decays) are not

included in fig. 7.

Of course, the concept of a temperature, i.e. of thermal equilibrium, is not necessarily

justified in heavy ion collisions. It is surprising that distributions of transverse momenta pT are

of thermal type in pp collisions [17]; investigations of the corresponding ion data are therefore

actively pursued [18].
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IV. Production of Strange Particles

Due to rather small values of inelastic cross sections a(;iN -» K(A) + X), a chemical

equilibrium in a hadron gas (HG) is predicted to be reached only after about 30 + 100 fm/c [19].

On the other hand, gluon-gluon fusion producing ss pairs may establish a chemical

equilibrium in a QGP after about 6 fm/c; this estimate is obtained from perturbative QCD [2O].

The relative equilibrium abundance of antistrange quarks is equal to ̂ QQP = n - (D/n - (T) ~

e+Jl/T, where n - (T) are antiparton (p=u,d,s) densities at temperature T, and p. is the chemical

potential of light quarks. For typical values of T, p. and the mass of strange quarks one finds

•̂QGP > *' while ^HG = °'3 ̂  115113Uy found from non-QGP processes [21]. On this basis one

expects therefore enhanced yields of strange hadrons relative to e.g. pions in case of QGP

formation. As a QGP may form preferentially in central collisions of high multiplicity, one

hopes to find an increase of relative multiplicities of strange (anti-) particles as function of the

TT- (i.e. charged) multiplicity. Furthermore, the yield ratio K+/7i+ ~ e+JI/T (K'/n ~ e'^/T)

should increase (decrease) with \i ; p. is essentially determined by the net baryon density and

should be larger for ion collisions than for pp interactions. For pp collisions the inclusive ratios

IC1"/;:"1" and K'/n are measured to be close to 0.11 [22].

Relative charged kaon yields have been obtained by experiment E802; the data are

normalized to a Fritjof prediction (corresponding to independent nudeon-nudeon collisions)

and are displayed as function of pT in fig. 8a [22]. For both charges one finds an excess over the

theoretical expectation. Furthermore, the absolute value of the average ratio K+ /Ji+ (0.19 ±

0.03) is larger than the one measured for K'/n' (0.036 ± 0.008). A compilation of measured K/TC

ratios is shown in fig. 8b [22, 23, 24]. Experiment E810 finds that the inclusive yield of K^ at y =

2.2 •*• 3.0 does not depend on charged multiplicity [25], No convincing dependence of the level

of K^ production on the multiplicity of negative hadrons was found by experiment NA35 (fig.

9, [24]), either.

In fig. 9 [24] the average multiplicity of A is shown as function of the multiplicity

<h"> of negative hadrons for pp, pS and central SS collisions. There is no significant
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dependence on <h"> for SS interactions. This conclusion was also reached by experiments

E810 [24] and WA85 (fig. 9, [26]). Experiments NA35 and WA85 indicate, however, an increase

by about a factor 1.7 of the A and A multiplicities relative to charged secondaries when going

from proton to ion beams. A compilation of the ratios A/A is given in fig. 10 [24,26]; all data

are consistent. Finally, from pp collisions at Vs = I-STeV experiment E735 finds the ratio

(A + A)/(p + p) to be equal to about 0.35, independent of the charged multiplicity at I y I < 3.5

[27].

From about 15% of their full statistics on SPb interactions at 200 GeV/c/N, experiment

NA36 has obtained the Armenteros-Podolanski plot shown in fig. 11; even if the selection

criteria for decays of neutral particles are not very restrictive, dear signals for A, A and K^

production are visible [28].

Experiment NA38 pioneered studies of <j> prodcution in ion-collisions, where an

enhancement is predicted in case of QGP formation [29]. Background subtracted distributions

of invariant fiji masses are displayed in fig. 12 for pU and SU interactions at 200 GeV/c/N [3O].

In addition to a J/y signal the combined effect from p, co and <J> production is dearly visible. It

is therefore possible to determine the inclusive ratio <|>/(p + co). This ratio increases as a

function of the scaled el. magn. transverse energy E°/A (A: atomic weight ) which is

supposed to be proportional to the energy density e of the collision (fig. 13, [3O]). At large e the

relative $ multiplidty is about a factor 2+3 larger than in pU collisions at the same incident

energy. One should mention here that the absorption cross section for <t>-mesons may be larger

than for p - and CD- mesons, and that the data were obtained for moderate values of pT such

that at least part of the observed increase may be due to some anomalous nuclear enhancement

CCronin effect', [31]).

Further useful data on the subject of <j> production will come from experiment E735 at the

Tevatron, where the decays <{> -» K* K" have been measured [32], and from experiment NA34,

where p, w, <(> production in SW collisions is being investigated using lepton pair decays [33].

For a temperature T = 150 + 200 MeV a strange (anti-) quark density n(s, s) = 0.3 fni3 is
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obtained in the ideal gas approximation. Hence, the formation of multi-strange (anti-) baryons

is rather likely in ion collisions [2O]. The strange antibaryons may provide a safer signal for the

QGP, as they are more difficult to produce in a hadron gas. Motivated by this consideration,

experiment WA85 measured production rates of E and H in SW collisions [34]. Virtually

background free mass peaks yield the inclusive ratio E~/H" = 0.39 ± 0.07 near midrapidity and

at moderate pT; this is not very different from what one may expect from extrapolations of

incomplete data from other experiments [35].

V. Deconfinement

At high density strongly interacting matter may become deconfined due to the screening

of color charges, i.e. a QGP may form. A likely consequence of this weakening of binding

forces is a reduced production rate of the J/\y (= cc ) meson [36] as the predicted screening

radius is about equal to its binding radius. The same argument was applied to bound diquark

systems [37].

The relevant measurements of J/\j/ suppression are reproduced in fig. 14 [38] where up.

mass spectra are shown for low and high values of electromagnetic transverse energy. The

production rate of J/\y at high E° relative to the smooth continuum has been normalized to the

relative J/y rate at low E°, and is given in fig. ISa as function of the transverse momentum of

the dileptons. As cc pairs with low pT stay inside the QGP for a longer time than at high pT,

they are more efficiently screened and therefore less production is expected at small pT [36].

This is compatible with the data. The suppression is also measured to be larger at higher

energy densities e ~ Ey/A273 (fig. 15b, [38]). Unfortunately, J/\y mesons may also be absorbed

by a gas of resonances, and a depletion at low pT may result from multiple scattering in nuclear

matter of the incident gluons which create a cc pair by fusion [39].

A theoretical look into the future gives rise to more optimism [4O]. Suppression of J/\j/

production is predicted to occur over a wider range of pT at higher energies. The reason is a

more efficient screening caused by an increasing density of matter (fig. 16a, [4O]). If one were
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able to detect a variety of cc and bb bound states one should also find, as suggested in fig. 16b

[40], an ordering of the level of suppression depending on the respective masses; at given pT

the time spent in the deconfined medium is proportional to the mass. Finally, differences of

interactions in a QGP and a gas of hadrons should be much more pronounced at e.g. LHC; in

particular, the Y can be absorbed by hadrons, whereas its radius is smaller than the screening

radius for reasonable values of temperatures (fig. 16c, [4O]).

A rather new approach to establish a transition to deconfinement [41] makes use of the

attenuation of the energy of hard scattered partons in a medium : in a hadron gas partons are

attached to strings which break eventually, creating a certain energy loss. Colored partons see,

on the other hand, only screened color charges in a QGP and are therefore only little affected.

This means then that cross sections for producing high PJ partons in QGP events resemble

those from pp collisions, while they are strongly suppressed in the absence of a QGP.

However, a multiple scattering mechanism, which may be at the origin of the 'Cronin effect',

may enhance cross sections, if no QGP were formed. A better understanding of the

propagation of partons through hadronic matter is obviously required for more reliable

predictions. Some experimental evidence for nuclear attenuation of particle yields has been

obtained from deep-inelastic ji-nucleus scattering [42]. These reactions ideally suit this purpose

as they correspond to well defined kinematical configurations of quarks ejected from their

nucléons, and, consequently, of their associated strings.

An experimental problem of verifying the predicted parton yields at high pT in high

multiplicity ion collisions is connected to the detection of jets coming from parton

fragmentation. Most likely one has to resort to the 'traditional' method of tagging jets by tneir

fastest fragment ('single particle triggers') [43].

VI. Intermittency

The best signature of the QGP may be an unexpected one. In this context some new data

on intermittency are briefly outlined here. In réf. [44] the question was addressed if the
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fluctuations of dN/dy observed in cosmic ray events [45] are of statistical or dynamical nature.

For ?, quantitative analysis the use of factorial moments Fj was suggested; factorial moments

'screen' Poissonian noise and converge toward constant values for continuous dN/dy when

measured for decreasing rapidity windows 6y [44]. Measurements of factorial moments of

order i correspond to a determination of the respective moments of the multiplicity distribution

in (small) rapidity intervals Sy, e.g. Oy .< 0.1. A discussion of technical problems [46], such as,

e.g. losses of close tracks, non-genuine close tracks (secondary interactions, decays, piece-wise

reconstruction), limited statistics (empty bins, 'truncated' distributions) is beyond the scope of

this presentation. It is also mandatory to understand the relation to boson interferometry (see

section II.) where correlations become narrower as dN/dy and/or sizes of colliding nuclei

increase.

A finding of major importance was that, for many types of reactions at high energy, F.(6y)

- Sy ' with f. > O [46, 47]. Positive and constant values of f. for decreasing Sy correspond to

non-smooth particle densities, hence the term 'intermittency". In the more elementary reactions

e^e", £N, and pp these findings may lead to a better understanding of hadronisation . A

compilation of measurements of f2 in these reactions is displayed in fig. 17 [48]; f2 decreases

with increasing particle density dN/dy. The slope parameter I2 obtained from an emulsion

experiment with S projectiles is larger than that from the previous reactions at given dN/dy.

While daily experience tells us that the 3-dimensional reality is usually 'spikier' than its 2-

dimensional projection (fig. 18), it took some time to apply this insight to the study of

intermittency [49]. First experimental results from S-Em interactions in fig. 19 confirm that f2(8<t>

Sy) > f2(5y).

It remains to be demonstrated how a study of this new topic can bring us nearer to the

discovery of the QGP.

VII. Conclusions

Selected recent data from ion collisions at high energies show that one begins to
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understand the systematics of these reactions in some detail. Whereas there is less optimism

concerning the usefulness of (virtual) photons as a QGP signature, a few independent

measurements suggest enhanced relative yields of K°~, A, A and <(>. The experimentally well

established suppression of ]/\j production has not found yet its unique interpretation. For

higher energies, however, a clearer picture of suppression of cc and bb bound states is

expected. An investigation of parton propagation through dense matter may also signal the

presence of a QGP. Similarly, dedicated multidimensional studies of boson interferometry in

future experiment promiss to yield valuable information on reaction dynamics. The

phenomenon of intermittency has attracted much attention recently, and is found to be

stronger in ion collisions than in other interactions at the same rapidity density.

The experimentally established hints for QGP formation are impressive, but a coherent

and unique interpretation asks for more data, careful analysis, detailed calculations and

patience.
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Fig. 11 Armenteros - Podolansky plot for observed decays of neutral particles from S Pb

interactions at 200 GeV/c/N.
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Fig. 12 Background subtracted dimuon mass spectra.
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Fig. 14 Dimuon mass spectra from SU collisions for low (a) and high (b) transverse

el. magn. energy E .̂
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Fig. I5a

Production rate S(pT) of J/y
relative to the continuum at high
E°-, normalized to the one at low
E°., as function of pT (J/\y).
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SPS LHC Fig.léa

Relative and normalized

production rates S (pT) (see text

of fig. 15a) for J/V as function of

pT and of collision energy,

assuming central collisions.
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Fig. 16b S (pT) for various particles for
central PbPb collisions at LHC.
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Fig.lec

S (pT) for Y and J/> for PbPb
collisions at LHC assuming (no)
formation of a QGP.
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Fig. 17 A compilation of measured slope parameters f2 from various reactions.

Fig. 18 A spiky object and its projection.
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Fig. 19a Factorial moments F , q = 2 * 5 as function of Scporj from S-Em interactions.
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Fig. 19b Slopes f as function of q from S-Em interactions.


